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A lbe rt R e fe ctory Table

Spalted Beech & Walnut.

Seating eight in comfort this refectory table
makes a bold statement in any room. The
top features an insert, here in Yew, under a
toughened glass top. This is not only very
decorative but also allows hot dishes to be
placed safely upon it. The legs are solid Oak
but blackened to give a distinctive appearance.
The table shown has a top made from Beech
but Cherry and Ash tops have also been made.

app 100cm x 45cm x 80cm high.

220cm x 86cm x 76cm high.

Guide price: £950 to £1200

Guide price: £2200 to £2800

Ae r o Desk 1 / A e r o De sk 2
Both these useful desks have elegant aerofoil end panels (hence the name) supporting a slim desktop.
On one, a drop-down drawer is just the right size for your laptop and it has a cable entry grommet at
the rear. The other has its drawer element suspended beneath the top.
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Ale xis 180 S ide boa r d
Based on my elegant Alexis design this
significant piece of furniture is made from
rippled Ash with feature Spalted Beech side
doors and it sits on a Walnut stand. Specially
commissioned, the drawers have simulated
wrought iron knobs and run on smooth soft
closing steel runners.
The front has been made from selected
timbers so that, although the centre drawers
are in a different timber to the others, the grain
pattern flows across the whole piece.

A le x i s 7 4 T V C abine t
A l e x i s 6 0 Be d side s

180cm x 52cm x 85cm high.

Variations of the Alexis design can also be used
as occasional furniture. Some have been made
for CD storage or as bedside cabinets normally
around 65cm high.

Guide price: £1800 to £2300

Guide price: £600 to £750
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An art deco inspired cabinet to lift your TV
slightly higher than usual (74cm – hence
the name) leaving a shelf for ancillary gear.
Handsome legs and brilliant Birds Eye Maple
finish the picture.
App 105cm x 45cm x 74cm high.
Guide price: £1700 to £2000
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Al e x i s C a bine ts
The Alexis design with its high and wide shoulder lines is one of the most popular and the pictures
show variations on the basic design. Each one will be different from the next but all will retain that
essential character.
app 50cm x 60cm x 85cm high.
(further variants available)
Guide price: £850 to £1100
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A le x i s 8 5 S ide b oar d
This further development of the Alexis design
shows the cupboard section pushed closer to
the floor to increase the usable space.
The picture shows it with conventional
cabinet pulls.
app 85cm x 45cm x 85cm high.
Guide price: £900 to £1200
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A shio s o T V C abine t

The clever design of this desk addresses the issue of working while standing. When closed it is at the
right height for conventional seated work but the gas-strut assisted linkage allows it to be easily raised
and locked at standing height.

A substantial cabinet for those who want their
TV to stand higher than usual. The simple
elegant design uses a combination of curves
to soften what could otherwise be a ‘box-like’
piece of furniture. The doors are ‘push to open’
and feature some beautifully figured Spalted
Beech while the lighter coloured Ash reduces
the apparent size.

app 110cm x 45cm x 76/110cm high.

120cm x 45cm x 65cm high.

Guide price: £100 to £2200

Guide price: £2000 to £2200

A r i s a De sk
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Balzac Dr ink s C abine t
The Balzac Drinks Cabinet was first made as
part of a suite of furniture designed to match
other pieces in the owner’s home.

Ba l za c Cu pb oa r d & Side b oa r d
These traditional dining room pieces have fielded panels on the doors and sides while the drawers are
elegantly shaped to add interest and light to these pieces.
app 90cm x 45cm x 80cm (cupboard); 180cm long (sideboard).
Guide price: £1400 to £1800 (C’bd)
and £2000 to £2500 (S’bd)
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It is made from Oak with the upper display part
lined in Ash to lighten the interior. Optional
LED lighting can be fitted as well as a pullout serving shelf. The doors are glazed with
toughened glass attractively bevelled.
90cm x 45cm x 180cm high.
Guide price: £1400 to £2400
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Baril lo Cupboa r d

B ook Ta bl e

This demi-lune cupboard is redolent of
mid 20th century design which is finding a
resurgence in many homes. The main feature
is the reeded surface precision-cut directly
into the solid oak. The single door reveals a
spacious cupboard with an adjustable shelf.

A coffee table made to look like it is standing
on a pile of books –always a talking point! And
they can be re-arranged to some extent if you
wish. This one is topped in Spalted Beech while
the ‘books’ are made from Cherry and Maple.

With its curved sides and matching legs this
chest is very much barrel-shaped. Stunning
Burr-Elm panels front and top finish it perfectly.

app 90cm x 45cm x 80cm high.

app 55cm x 45cm x 42 cm high/

app 50cm x 42cm x 90cm high.

Guide price £1600 to £1900

Guide price: £600 to £850

Guide price: £1250 to £1500
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Bar olo C he s t
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Be aum on t S ide b oar d

These useful chests, each one subtly different from any other look good in any home. They can be
made with three or four drawers and can be configured for a variety of uses. The curved sides are
normally Ash or Oak while a distinctively patterned timber is usually chosen for the front and top.

Simple in design but very difficult to make
sums up this sideboard. Made from Beech and
composite materials it can be finished in the
colour of your choice. The five drawers run on
smooth bearings and along with the cupboard
doors have soft-closure as standard.

48cm x 48cm x 80cm high.

app 180cm x 55cm x 65cm high.

Guide price: £800 to £1100

Guide price: £3000 to £3600

Be t t y C he s ts – 1 , 2 & 2 1
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C av r a i s C he s t

C e ltic King H e adb oar d

Based firmly on art deco designs this elegant
chest has three drawers housed within its
curved and tapering body and will grace
any room.

Derived from the established Alexis shape this
design continues the curved line lower to make
way for deeper drawers. Modern push-to-open
runners mean that the natural woodgrain of
the front panel is unobstructed.

This one is made from Birds Eye Maple
throughout adding to its contemporary appeal
while still reflecting a period elegance.

85cm high.

78cm x 41cm x 61cm high.

This striking headboard carries an inlaid
Celtic Knot to acknowledge the owner’s
heritage. With its impressive size, the curves
and adornment it is indeed fit for a king’s
bed! Made from Oak, the darker panels have
been ‘fumed’ to turn them almost black and
enhance the natural texture of the wood. The
curved laminations at each end carry coloured
stripes to match other furniture in the room.

Guide price: £1100 to £1350

Guide price: £1300 to £1500

Guide price: £1800 to £2200

C a m a l a Che st
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C hil ig i a T V Uni t

Di an a Be dside

These sturdy but elegant side tables have a
concealed push-to-open drawer – just right
for the TV remote. Rich dark Cherry wood with
burr-elm facings add to their charm.

The warm glow of Cherry timber shows off this
piece to perfection while the use of Burr Elm
on the doors adds interest and contrast.
This unit is designed to house your hi-fi
equipment and can be made to match your
speaker cabinets if desired. Clever devices
at the rear keep all connecting cables neat
and out of sight.

The nine gently curved staves of this table form
a helix around a wooden ball set at the heart of
this table. Each stave is laminated from Spalted
Beech and a contrasting coloured wood
(Wenge, Tigerwood and Padauk). They are set
on a Spalted Beech base. The top is toughened
glass with a smooth polished edge.

app 60cm sq. X 50cm high.

160cm x 56cm x 45cm high.

50cm dia. x 60cm high.

Guide price: £800 to £950 each.

Guide price: £2000 to £2500

Guide price: £600 to £750

Chilig ia Cof f e e Ta bl e s
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Dusky Dr e ssing Ta bl e

E b ony De m i - Lu ne

In beautiful American Black Walnut, this
dressing table would enhance any bedroom.
The subtle curved front and sides are
complemented by the slender tapering legs.
Of course, the drawers close themselves gently
and quietly so not to disturb the ambiance.
Mirror and Stool can be made to match.

Not made from real Ebony of course – that’s
a protected species but the next best thing –
walnut carefully stained to a warm black. The
reeded surface can be clearly seen and reflects
the light so this chest appears lighter and
smaller than it really is.

Simply elegant in prime quality Oak and with
a single drawer this desk has subtle highlights
which add to its charm.

app 150cm x 45cm x 76cm.

app 85cm x 42cm x 85cm high.

app 75cm x 36cm x 76cm high.

Guide price: £2800 to £3200

Guide price: £1800 to £2200

Guide price: £1300 to £1600
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Es c r i t Oak Table
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G r ig i a H a l l Ta bl e & Stool
G oble t S ide Ta bl e s
From 55cm to 75cm high, the Goblet will
sit happily next to your chair and provide a
convenient place for your drink. Whatever
wood you want them made from they will be
an attractive addition to your home.
Guide price: £180 to £230
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Designed to fit within a contemporary setting
the elegant grey legs (made from Ash but
coloured) blend well with the light Ash shelves.
A really useful piece!
app 60cm x 45cm x 110cm high.
Guide price: £800 to £1000
(stool £250 to £300)

H alo 2 S ide b oar d
& H alo C u pb oar d
Designed as a pair with matching handed
marquetry on the doors these pieces sit side by
side to house HiFi equipment. Many different
timbers were incorporated within the design
and no two will ever look quite the same.
app 85 x 40 x 70cm and 42 x 35 x 70cm.
Guide price £1500 to £1800 / £1100 to £1400
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Harmonia Con sol e

H a r l e qu in Ta bl e

Hor i zon C abine t

A truly elegant but simple dressing table in
rippled Sycamore with Walnut details. The
gently tapered legs are highlighted with the
narrowest of Ebony inserts.

A very useful coffee table responsibly made
from small pieces of rare Walnut which would
otherwise be thrown away. The curved pierced
legs add style to this simple piece.

Reflecting the style of art deco this cabinet
combines spacious capacity with a timeless
elegance. The push-to-open doors sit on
precision hinges just visible in the corners.

100cm x 36cm x 80cm high.

app 45cm x 35cm x 42cm high.

100cm x 30cm x 90cm high.

Guide price: £1200 to £1600

Guide price: £260 to £340

Guide price: £1500 to £2000
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John’s R oc ke r

Kate Di spl ay C abine t

A traditional table brought up to date with
elegantly curved legs inlaid with bright red
Bubinga timber. Tables like this one can be
made to suit the space you have with the
option of a traditional Rule Joint or more
modern piano hinge.

High in the back and gently contoured across
the seat this impressive rocking chair is very
comfortable. The individual steam-formed slats
bend slightly as you sit on them to provide
extra comfort while the extended rear rockers
give added security. This rocker is made in
blond Ash with the darker highlights in Wenge.

This impressive display cabinet is a fusion of
art deco and oriental designs with its gently
curving sides and pagoda-like overhangs at
both stages. At a practical level adjustable
shelves in both parts give the cabinet a
generous storage capacity. There is also the
optional element of a concealed drawer to
hold special treasures!

table shown 120 x 180 (60 closed) x 74cm high.

106cm high x 60cm wide.

90cm x 42cm x 175cm high.

Guide price: £1700 to £2000

Guide price: £1500 to £2000

Guide price: £3000 to £3600

Quorica Gat e l e g Ta bl e
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Loft w e ll Cor ne r C abine t
L a m p Ta bl e
Solidly traditional in concept these small
tables are made from Chestnut to match some
existing furniture. Each has a useful drawer and
a smooth satin finish.

L ine r Cof f e e Ta bl e

app 50cm x 50cm x 55cm.

This distinctive coffee table is highlighted with
inlaid boxwood lines on the top and the shelf.

Guide price: £700 to £800 each

Guide price: £500 to £650
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A modern take on a traditional design this
cabinet has crisp lines while still blending
with its more senior neighbours. This cabinet
has two forms of internal lighting and has
a mirrored back. The door is glazed with
toughened glass attractively bevelled.
app 65cm x 65cm x 195cm high.
Guide price: £2800 to £3500
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M alv e r n C abine t
This contemporary cabinet is finished in sleek
figured Eucalyptus which gives a textured
grey finish to the piece. That shown (top) is
configured for specialist AV equipment but it
could be made for more conventional use.

L i a na Be d
This king size bed features state-of-the-art laminated bedsprings for firm comfort and it matches the
Liana Chest. In Ash with contrasting Lacewood inserts.
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115cm x 55cm x 50cm.
Guide price: £1400 to £2000
Matching Hall cupboard

app 150cm x 200cm.

app 95cm x 55cm x 45cm.

Guide price: £1600 to £2000

Guide price: £1100 to £1400
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M ode r n a Con s ole

M C h a ir
Based on the traditional Mackintosh design these magnificent chairs have been brought up to date in
both style and comfort. The contoured back panels are laminated to a back-conforming curve while the
soft seats are an added comfort. I would relish the opportunity to make another set in Walnut!
Guide prices: In Ash or Maple; £600 to £800 each, in Walnut £680 to £900 each. Table £2000 to £2600
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This console table is made of Sycamore, an
almost white wood which contrasts strongly
with the ebonised legs. It is relieved with the
horizontal series of stripes around the top
which hide a push-to-open drawer.
app 100cm x 30cm x 78cm.
Guide price: £700 to £850
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Om e g a Con s ole

Gain really useful storage space under this comfortable bed. The twin gas-strut mechanism balances the
weight of the mattress to provide easy access to the under bed space which is clear of any obstructions.
Up top, the sprung slats provide a firm base for the mattress of your choice. Lean back against the
padded headboard which houses three concealed storage spaces.

This series of console or hall tables are all
based on the looped pedestal form which is
made from many laminations of Ash. Although
finished in black, the grain of the wood shows
through. The Omega is a statement piece and
is normally set at the focal point of a room.

This one is 5ft wide and in Walnut with Wenge details.

Guide price: £950 to £1300

Guide price: £2200 to £2600

With Drawer £1100 to £1500

NE 7 Be d
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Phoe ni x A r m oir e
Mini Ome g a Con sol e s
Based on the original full size Omega Table this
pair would look good flanking an important
doorway or objet d’art. Decorative top on an
ebonized ash laminated pedestal.

Ope r a C h a ir
A long curved back is a strong feature of this
comfortable chair. This one is made from
Maple with a Birds Eye Maple back and
Walnut highlights.

app 60cm x 18cm x 70cm high.

Dimensions app 45cm wide,
88cm high and 42cm (seat).

Guide price: £650 to £800 each

Guide price: £600 to £800
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Commissioned to be made from the timber
from a single Walnut tree blown down in a gale
this is truly a heritage piece. The cupboard
doors show clearly the lighter sapwood of the
living tree against the darker heartwood. This
one can never be totally replicated but similar
re-makes are, of course, very possible.
app 95cm x 45cm x 180cm.
Guide price: £3800 to £4500
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Quat t r o Ta bl e s
These elegant coffee tables in Walnut really
show off the amazing grain of this wood. They
can, of course, be specially made for you in
different timbers.

R os a nna C h a ir

60cm x 60cm x 42cm high.

Elegant and robust, the Rosanna chair is also
comfortable due to the gently curved backrest
and contoured seat. These chairs can be made
from almost any timber combination chosen
for a good colour combination.

Guide price: £400 to £480 each

Guide price: £650 to £850
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R o se C abine t
This useful cabinet has many traditional
features. Figured Oak was specially selected for
the doors to show off the beauty of this wood.
It is finished off with solid brass fitments.
100cm x 45cm x 150cm high.
Guide price: £2000 to £2400
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Rubr a Ha l l ta bl e
Even the narrowest of hallways could
accommodate this slim elliptical console table.
In shimmering rippled sycamore and with a
figured Bubinga frieze this table also has a
useful drawer.

S alic e C h airs

app 90cm x 35cm x 82cm high.

Salice is a range of unusual chairs which have been made as diners, carvers and stools. The asymmetrical
backs are handed and normally come as pairs, left and right. The seat panels are moulded by hand to a
comfortable contour. Shown here are some in dark Cherry and another in lighter Maple.

Guide price: £800 to £1100

Guide prices: £750 to £900
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Sa pie ns De sk
S a r um Ta bl e
The simple but elegant Sarum table features a
single dropleaf and was designed for a specific
location. It could, of course, be made so that
both ends will fold down. A sliding carriage
mechanism under the table keeps the leaves
up while the twin pillar design means that there
is plenty of leg room underneath. This one is in
light Oak with Sycamore inserts.

This attractive home office desk incorporates
several useful features like a printer drawer and
a suspended filing system. The top space is
sized so that a laptop computer will fit within
it and there is cable access there too. Pull-out
flaps enlarge the space on the desk top and a
hidden drawer can be fitted for secret items!
The desk shown is made in Oak with figured
Bubinga highlights.

154cm (up) x 90cm x 75cm high.

130cm wide x 62cm deep; 75cm to desktop,
105cm overall.

Guide price: £1300 to £1600

Guide price: £3500 to £4500
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S c afo Dining Table
The legs of this table were inspired by the
overlapping design of a clinker-built boat and
are reversible so they can point ‘toes in’ or
‘toes out’. The top is highly polished Maple
sealed for durability and with a panel of
figured Bubinga.
app 180cm x 98cm x 76cm high.
Guide price: £1800 to £2500
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Sc r i vot to De sk

S e nior C he s t of Dr aw e rs

Tall and elegant like a sailing ship this series of
tables reflect art deco style. As many variants
as you can imagine!

This desk features twin legs with Walnut ‘boots’
and curved galleried ends making a stunning
visual statement. The drawer fronts are
in Walnut.

Seven graduated drawers make this art deco
inspired piece practical as well as useful.
In Beech and Walnut it makes a significant
presence in any room.

app 45cm x 35cm x 75cm high.

app 130cm x 45cm x 76cm high.

app 85cm x 45cm x 150cm high.

Guide price: £240 to £340

Guide price: £1150 to £1800

Guide price: £1650 to £2000

S cho one r
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S i an Co c k tail C abine t

Somewhere to sit while you pull off your
Wellingtons and then three spacious drawers
to put them in. What better welcome could
there be?

In solid walnut these elegant stands are equally
at home holding a drink or a vase of flowers.
Just right for each end of the sofa.

This impressive cabinet has ample capacity for
drinks bottles and glasses while the illuminated
upper part opens for dispensing them. This
one is in Walnut and Birds Eye Maple. The
graduated drawers are divided internally for
storage and run on smooth steel glides.

app 100cm x 50cm x 45cm high.

app 28cm dia x 55cm high.

app 1250cm x 55cm x 1350cm high.

Guide price: £950 to £1250

Guide price: £220 to £260 each

Guide price: £4500 to £5500

Settle
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Shorts Dr ink Sta nd s
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Sona r a T V Uni t
A popular way to experience really good sound
quality from today’s HD video broadcasts is
with a soundbar. Unfortunately these things
are not particularly attractive so this cabinet’s
purpose is to hide the soundbar away when
not in use.

Silk whe e l Ta bl e

S tr e t ta Dr ople af Table
When closed this table is narrow enough to
fit the smallest room but open will seat six in
comfort – eight if you’re friendly. The base
with its curved stretchers and split plinths
add much style.

130cm diameter x 74cm high.

The mechanism was designed and made to
do this using a pair of simple gear trains. To
deploy the soundbar the drawer front is lifted
and pushed inwards. As you do this, the shelf
holding the soundbar is pushed forwards.
Pushing it back in again closes the drawer. This
is all housed in an elegant cabinet which can
be made to reflect other pieces in your room.

Guide price: £1700 to £2000

Guide price: £2500 to £3800

Guide price: £1500 to £1700

This circular table will seat six in comfort. The
tactile top surface is rippled Maple finished to
a marble-like smoothness. The central disc
is Yew chosen for its characterful grain and
openings under toughened glass.
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app 40/90cm wide x 150cm x 76cm high
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S u e Dr e s sing Table
S ue Be dr oom Su i t e
This bedroom suite is totally panelled top and front in Burr Elm which is a most sought-after variant
of the Elm tree and works well with the art deco inspired design.
app 60cm x 42cm x 85cm (bedside).
120cm x 44cm x 85 cm (chest).
Guide price: £600 to £800 (bedside)
£1500 to £1800 (chest)
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This very customised bedroom suite is made
from Oak with highly figured Burr Elm facings.
The drawers are on soft-close metal runners.
This dressing table has velvet lined drawer and
tessellated top in Burr Elm & Lacewood.
Matching bedside cabinets and large chest of
drawers also available.
Guide price: £1500 to £1800
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Thr one f or a Ga r de n

Tom Tom Side Ta bl e s

A piece of outdoor fantasy which will certainly
catch the eye. It is as large as it is fantastic and
most will have their feet dangling above the
grass when they sit on it. Just an example of
what can be made to depart from the ‘norm’
for garden benches.

Long slender legs and neat cross-pieces
support a top just right for a glass of something
or, for more sober souls, a vase of flowers.
These have tops in Zebrano but any decorative
wood will look good here.

A quirky little desk in Walnut with Birdseye
Maple drawer fronts the trestle design of the
base makes this a firm favourite.

app 220cm long, 200cm high, seat 50cm high.

app 20cm sq. x 55cm high.

app 90cm x 45cm x 76cm high.

Guide price: £3000 to £5000

Guide price: £150 to £180

Guide price: £900 to £1100
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Tr e s tle De sk
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Triunita Con sol e
This striking but elegant design is a
development of my Omega table. It can be
made with or without a small key drawer.
Triunita Console in Spalted Beech with Walnut
trim and ebonised Ash sub-frame.
85cm x 30cm x 76cm high.
Guide price: £900 to £1250
With Drawer: £1000 to £1400
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Wav e T V Uni t

W e s tp ort Hom e Offic e

Simple but effective sums up the Wave TV
cabinet. Even the largest flat TV looks good
set upon it while the gentle pattern inlaid from
Maple, Ash, Walnut and Padauk looks good
without drawing the eye from the screen. This
one is in Ash with Spalted Beech on the top but
other combinations have been made too. The
useful drawers are push-to-open and the open
shelf is just right for other audio equipment.

This versatile unit houses PC, printer and a
suspended filing system. The computer screen
can be pushed down below the top when a
spring loaded flap covers it automatically.
It can then be released with a foot operated
pedal. This one is in Maple and Birds Eye Maple
with Walnut highlights. It can be configured to
suit any space.

110cm x 42cm x 40cm high.

app 180cm along each wall,
desk height 74cm, overall height 180cm.

Guide price: £900 to £1400

Guide price: £3500 to £5000
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Z e de sk

Nothing shows off art deco like Zebrano and
that is certainly the case here. Utterly elegant!

The Zedesk is a contemporary design made
from Walnut with drawers mitred so they close
right on the edges rendering them almost
invisible. The base is in Maple with a laminated
hoop to brace the legs.

Dimensions app 38cm sq. x 65cm high.

98cm x 30cm x 76cm.

Guide price: £300 to £400 each

Guide price: £950 to £1200

Ze br a no Side Ta bl e
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Showroom at Malmesbury is open for viewing by appointment only.
simply call:

01666 822 664 or email: graham@grahamikin.co.uk
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